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I’m happy to have in my shop the left wing from the famous 1937 
RS-1 “Zanonia” sailplane. The wing tip suffered water damage 
while in storage, so repairs needed to be made. The beautiful 
glider is scheduled to be on display as the featured sailplane at 
the International Vintage Sailplane Meet 2012 at Elmira, NY.
 
What has been fun is seeing the design first hand of the gull 
wing and discovering the modifications that were made over the 
years while being flown by Johnny Robinson. The biggest change 
was to cut the aileron in half, fusing half to the wing while the 
other section was used for control. The other modification I like 
was gluing lead weights to the spar for added wing loading. I’m 
sure that was Johnny’s answer to keep up with the “Screaming 
Wiener” and the “Rigid Midget.”

The Zanonia is a beautiful gull-wing glider and Robinson was a 
great soaring pilot, teaming together, to become 3-time National 
Soaring Champion, multiple world distance records, world 
altitude record and achieving the first Diamond “C” in the world. 
Wow, amazing soaring history!

The woodwork is almost completed and I’ll wait for spring to do 
the fabric work. 

RS- 1 

Zanonia

by Bill Batesole 

by Den Barton

On some days, its more fun to sand off paint and fiberglass 
than it is to work on the Bungee Cord.
I began working on the fuselage of SN 129. The original pod 
was covered with fiberglass, fairing compound, and paint. I 
want to restore it to the original mahogany finish. The rear 
bulkhead was repaired at some time in the past but the repair 
is, well, not so good. So the upper skins where the pod is 
attached will be removed to facilitate a proper repair. 
I found the yellow Hazmat suit works great at keeping 
fiberglass dust and nosey neighbors far away. The blue gloves 
are nice accents.
P.S. Now you know why the spring issue is a little late. 

I started the Fauvel in March or April and progress is slow 
because my shop is “not conditioned” space and you ought to 
see my “LIST”. However I have managed to build almost all of the 
ribs. I just have four nose ribs and all diagonal control surface 
ribs left to make. I will make the diagonals when I build the 
elevator and ailerons.
I used two pound one-inch foam for the bulk of the nose ribs. 
Instead of one intermediate rib per bay, I built two for more 
gluing surface and hopefully, a smoother D-tube surface when 
the ply goes on. This will increase the weight only by the extra glue for the added width of the ribs. (I did the 
math.) I built and flew a Mitchell B–10 glider back in the early '80s and it also used foam for the nose ribs.
The rudders are about 95% complete. They only requirethe plywood edging. I will thenstart on to the fins.
I started getting my glider add-on in October at Chilhowee Glider port. Sarah Kelly-Arnold, the owner and 
CFIG has been doing a great job cleaning off my rust and shaving the ham off my fists. I soloed in November 
and think by summer I should be able to take my check ride.

by Heartsill (Yogi ) Dicks


